Agenda - November 16th, 2005 (Cloud 334)*

1:30 Call to Order

Announcements

Approve Minutes of the November 2nd, 2005 meeting

Unfinished Business

1:45 Proposal from the Disabled Students Programs & Services Department (Paul Johnson) and Learning Assistance Department (Nadine Rosenthal)

#P05-11-02-02 DSPS/LERN 90 “Selected Topics in College Success” (.5 units)
New umbrella course

Proposals from the Theatre Arts Department (Gloria Weinstock)

#P05-11-02-05 TH A 105 “Survey of Modern Drama” (3 units)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, contents, assignments and evaluation
#P05-11-02-06 TH A 104 “Survey of Classical Drama” (3 units)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, contents, assignments and evaluation

1:50 Proposals from the Earth Sciences Department (Darrel Hess) and Engineering and Technology Department (Fabio Saniee)

#P05-11-02-09 GIS/GEOG 110 “Introduction to GIS” (2 units)
New permanent course
#P05-11-02-10 GIS/GEOG 111 “Intermediate GIS Applications” (3 units)
New permanent course
#P05-11-02-11 GIS/GEOG 112 “Advanced GIS” (3 units)
New permanent course
#P05-11-02-12 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) certificate
New certificate

New Business

2:05 Proposal from the Engineering and Technology Department (Fabio Saniee)

#P05-11-16-01 ET 107 “Language Skills for Technicians” (3 units)
New permanent course

* Presenters are asked to arrive a few minutes prior to their scheduled time. If the scheduled time is not convenient please call x3269 to request a change.
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2:15 Proposals from the Health Science Department (Tim Berthold)

- #P05-11-16-02 Community Health Worker
  - Revision of certificate
- #P05-11-16-03 HIV/STD Prevention Education: Facilitation
  - Revision of certificate
- #P05-11-16-04 HIV/STD Prevention Education: Case Management
  - Revision of certificate
- #P05-11-16-05 HIV/STD Prevention Education: Outreach
  - Revision of certificate

2:20 Proposals from the Nursing Department (Cecile Dawydiak)

- #P05-11-16-06 NURS 1001 “NCLEX-RN REVIEW – First Time Test Takers” (Noncredit)
  - New permanent course
- #P05-11-16-07 NURS 1002 “NCLEX-RN REVIEW – Repeat Test Takers” (Noncredit)
  - New permanent course

2:25 Proposals from the ESL Department (Sharon Seymour)

- #P05-11-16-08 ESLV 4822 “Workplace Communication Strategies” (Noncredit)
  - New permanent course
- #P05-11-16-09 ESLV 5822 “Basic Workplace Communication (22.5)” (Noncredit)
  - New permanent course
- #P05-11-16-10 ESLF 3569 “Writing – Intermediate Low” (Noncredit)
  - Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, and contents

2:30 Proposal from the Behavioral Sciences Department (Ray Gamba)

- #P05-11-16-11 PSYC 21 “Lifespan Development” (3 units)
  - Online section of existing course

2:35 Proposal from the Astronomy Department (Lancelot Kao)

- #P05-11-16-12 ASTR 14 “Exploring the Universe” (3 units)
  - Online section of an existing course

2:40 Proposal from the Dental Assisting Department (Anna Nelson)

- #P05-11-16-13 Dental Assisting Major
  - Conversion from award of achievement

2:45 Proposals from the English Department (John Batty-Sylvan)

- #P05-11-16-14 ENGL 96 “Academic Writing and Reading” (3 units)
  - Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, contents, assignments, evaluation and course title from “Advanced Intermediate Reading and Composition: Developing a College Writing Style”
- #P05-11-16-15 English Major
  - New major
2:50 Proposals from the Nursing – Licensed Vocational Department (Manuel Silva)
  #P05-11-16-16 VOCN 41A “Fundamentals of Vocational Nursing” (4 units)
    Revisions of hours from “1 Lec./4 Lab” and units from 3 to 4
  #P05-11-16-17 VOCN 41C “Basic Medical/Surgical Skills Lab” (0.5 unit)
    Revision of units from 1 to 0.5
  #P05-11-16-18 VOCN 42C “Adult Medical/Surgical Skills Lab” (0.5 unit)
    Revision of units from 1 to 0.5
  #P05-11-16-19 VOCN 43B “Maternity Nursing” (4 units)
    Revisions of hours from “2 Lec./5 Lab” and units from 3 to 4
  #P05-11-16-20 VOCN 43D “Advanced Medical Surgical Nursing” (4 units)
    Revisions of hours from “3 Lec./7 Lab” and units from 6 to 4
  #P05-11-16-21 VOCN 43E “Advanced Medical/Surgical Skills Lab” (0.5 units)
    Revision of unit from 1 to 0.5

2:55 Proposals from the Matriculation Office (Nicholar Chang, Kitty Moriwaki presenting
subcommittee recommendations for Prerequisites, Corequisites and Advisories)

  Computer Science Department (Tom Boegel)
    #M05-11-16-01 CS 177 “Software Engineering”
      Prerequisite: CS 110A “Introduction to Programming” or
      CS 111A “Intro to Programming/Java” or
      CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or
      CS 113A “Introduction to Perl Programming” or
      CS 130A “PHP Programming” or
      CS 150A “Intro to Databases Using T-SQL”
    #M05-11-16-02 CS 262 “Unix/Linux Network Programming”
      Deletion of prerequisite: CS 260A “Unix/Linux System Administration”

  Health Science Department (Tim Berthold)
    #M05-11-16-03 HLTH 40 “Urban Health Policy”
      Prerequisite: HLTH 10 “Health and Aging” or
      HLTH 53 “Health Science”
      (in addition to HLTH 25, 27, 30, 60, 64, 67 or 100, already approved
      as alternate prerequisites)

  Latin American and Latino/a Studies Department (Edgar Torres)
    #M05-11-16-04 LALS 1 “Latino/a Diaspora: The Impact of Latinos Living in the U.S.”
      Advisory: ENGL 92 “Basic Composition and Reading II” or
      ESL 82 “Advanced Composition” or
      ESL 160 “High-Advanced Academic ESL”

Informational items from the Environmental Horticulture & Floristry Department
(Steven Brown)
  #I05-11-16-01 OH 50 “Introduction to Environmental Horticulture” (3 units)
    Outline reformat
  #I05-11-16-02 OH 76 “Fall and Winter Plant Identification” (4 units)
    Outline reformat
  #I05-11-16-03 OH 77 “Spring and Summer Plant Identification” (4 units)
    Outline reformat

Informational item from the Dental Assisting Department (Anna Nelson)
  #I05-11-16-04 Dental Assisting
    Deletion of award of achievement
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Informational items from the Behavioral Sciences Department (Ray Gamba)
#I05-11-16-05 PSYC 11 “Theories of Personality” (3 units)
Outline reformat
#I05-11-16-06 PSYC 17 “Psychology of Eating, Food, and Weight” (1 unit)
Outline reformat

Informational items from the ESL Department (Sharon Seymour)
#I05-11-16-07 ESLF 5006 “Computer-Assisted ESL” (Noncredit)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, and contents
#I05-11-16-08 ESLN 3010 “ESL Literacy A” (Noncredit)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, and contents
#I05-11-16-09 ESLN 3015 “ESL Literacy A” (Noncredit)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes and contents
#I05-11-16-10 ESLN 3016 “ESL Literacy A” (Noncredit)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes, and contents
#I05-11-16-11 ESLN 3020 “ESL Literacy B” (Noncredit)
Revisions of catalog description, outcomes and contents

3:00 Adjournment